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Abstract
Using a case of Luxembourg a cross-cultural comparative perspective is linked to between
as well as within country comparisons by answering a two-folded question. First we analyzed the
level of measurement equivalence, i.e. the extent to which ethnic groups in Luxembourg and
citizen of their countries of origin assign the same meaning to attitude questions. Secondly, we
examined whether ethnic-cultural groups within Luxembourg resemble citizens from their native
country more than Luxembourger‟s attitudes, i.e. we compared the relative influence of a given
national context and cultural background of Luxembourg‟s minorities on their attitudes. We
selected three scales from the EVS 2009 to demonstrate different types of result from such
analyses. As expected, it turned out that cultural background is more important than national
context in the case of the Portuguese minority that is culturally more distant to the Luxembourg‟s
native population, and that national setting is prevailing factor in the cases of German and French
minorities that are well integrated in the Luxembourg society. The effect of a common national
setting is also important with regards to the issue of measurement equivalence, where it
contributes to greater comparability of intra-national, cross-ethnic comparisons.
Keywords: cross-cultural research, measurement equivalence, attitudes, latent class factor
analysis, and European Value Study
JEL Classification: C83
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Introduction

Cross-cultural comparative research usually involves the comparisons of different countries,
which is made possible by a growing number of cross-national studies such as the European
Values studies or the European Social surveys. In this context Luxembourg is a peculiar and
interesting case given that it is an ethnical diverse society making within country cultural
comparisons equally relevant as cross-cultural comparison. Regardless of how cultural groups
are defined, a critical issue that has been raised and that can no longer be ignored by applied
researchers is whether attitude questions measure the same concepts across cultures. For
instance: does agreeing with the statement “a woman is less fit to work in construction business”
indicate a traditional gender role attitude in all societies? In some societies this might merely
reflect concerns about health issues. This type of question is pertinent since the analysis of crosscultural differences in attitudes presupposes that the concepts are measured in an equivalent or
invariant way. In fact, finding out that respondents differ in the meaning they assign to survey
questions might be the first cross-cultural difference that is observed. Hence, the two questions
asked in cross-cultural research are: (a) do different cultures assign the same meaning to attitude
questions, and if „yes‟ (b) how do cultures differ?
A sometimes neglected issue is: how do we define cultural groups? In the aforementioned
large-scale cross-national surveys cultural groups are most often defined by geographic entity,
i.e. countries or regions. Factors that are assumed to influence cultural differences refer to the
national or regional settings in which respondents reside. Countries and regions, however, also
identify nationalities or sub-nationalities of people. The concept of national background is what
defines cultural groups in sociological research on ethnic minorities within countries. In that case
groups with different ethnic-cultural background are compared. If we combine this two-folded
perspective on cultural differences, e.g. national setting and ethnic-cultural background,
Luxembourg becomes an interesting case within Europe. Luxembourg is a small country that has
attracted a significant number of immigrants from their neighboring countries Belgium, France
and Germany as well as from the more distant countries such as Portugal and Italy. Do these
immigrant groups think like their fellow residents in Luxembourg or like their ethnic-cultural
compatriots from their home country?
2

For this purpose, we make use of the results from the new wave of the European Values
Study that is conducted in 2008/2009. As indicated before this study has a two-folded
perspective:

(1) By checking to what extent native Luxembourgers, ethnic-cultural minorities in
Luxembourg and their compatriots from the country of origin differ in the meaning
they assign to attitude questions we learn to what extent within and between country
comparisons can be made. First and foremost this is a methodological question that
represents a precondition to the analysis of substantive results. However, in this
research it has a substantive meaning as well. If, for instance, it was found that
minorities in Luxembourg assign the same meaning to questions as the native
residents of Luxembourg, whereas citizens from their countries of origin assign a
different meaning we can conclude that national setting influences how people
interpret survey questions.

(2) If the results from the first analysis indicate that all within and between countries
groups can be compared on particular attitudes the second question can be
researched: How much are ethnic groups in Luxembourg divided in various attitudes
and are they more similar to the national context they reside or to their countries of
origin? Thus, the substantive question is about the relative strength of influence of
national settings and ethnic origins on attitudes and values of Luxembourg residents.

The paper is structured as follows. First, we make use of cultural theories and discuss their
perspective on what influences attitudes and values: is it context or is it background? Secondly,
we briefly describe the Luxembourg context that serves as the reference point of our
comparisons. Thirdly, we explain the concept of measurement equivalence and the research
procedures using a multiple group latent-class factor analysis. And finally, after presenting the
data and methodological approach, the empirical results are discussed.
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1. Conceptual framework

1.1 Theoretical reflections on the influence of national setting and ethnical background on
attitudes and values of individuals

The widespread and persistent influence of culture on values and attitudes of individual
members of a cultural group may be the most central characteristic of culture. This view is
shared by three proponents in comparing national cultures, i.e. Hofstede (1980), Inglehart (1990,
1997) and Schwartz (1992, 2008). Elaborating on their cultural theories is beyond the purpose of
this paper. Instead we turn our focus on what position these authors, explicitly or implicitly, take
on the two questions central to our research: is the cultural reference frame of an individual
defined by national setting or by ethnic-cultural background?
The concept of national cultures is at the heart of Hofstede‟s cultural theory. He basically
argues that keeping everything else constant differences in attitudes and values between
members of different countries will still be observed. His unique dataset includes information on
respondents working for IBM in different countries throughout the world. The selected
respondents are homogeneous in the sense that they share a particular level of education; all have
been intensively trained within the same company, working in similar circumstances, and sharing
the company‟s culture. The differences in attitudes and values between countries then reveal
national cultures since they cannot be attributed to differences in sample characteristics.
Applying the Hofstede‟s perspective to the context of this research we can expect the ethniccultural minorities within Luxembourg to deviate in their opinions from native Luxembourg
citizens. Paraphrasing Hofstede we can say that it is not setting but cultural background that
defines cultural perspectives of individuals. Does this mean that ethnic-cultural minorities in
Luxembourg will be similar in attitudes to their compatriots from their home country? Not
necessarily, since Hofstede clearly indicated that differences in sample characteristics may cause
differences in attitudes. Since the ethnic-cultural minorities are not a random sample from the
population of the home country, dissimilarity in attitudes may occur. Adding statistical controls
for sample composition might explain at least part of this dissimilarity.
Schwartz and Hofstede have in common that both aim at identifying a set of basic values.
Schwartz primary concern, however, is less with detecting national cultures but rather to identify
4

a universal system of core values recognized in cultures around the world. An empirical
consequence of this theoretical perspective is that it suggests it is possible to measure core values
across cultures in such a way that all cultures assign the same meaning to the set of values.
Scholars have recognized the need to research the level of measurement equivalence of the
Schwartz‟s core values measurement (Fontaine, et al., 2008; Davidov, Schmidt & Schwartz,
2008) and reported fairly high levels of equivalence, although Davidov, et al. (2008) have
demonstrated that full comparison is restricted to subsets of countries. It is unclear to what extent
Schwartz considers ethnic-cultural background as an important factor influencing values. He is,
however, explicit on how life circumstances influence values. These circumstances provide
opportunities to express particular values more easily than others or impose constraints against
pursuing particular values. Schwartz theory claims that there is a universal system of values and
that individuals differ in their expression of human values. Hence, ethnic-cultural minorities in
Luxembourg might differ from native Luxembourgers to the extent that they differ in individual
life circumstances. Statistically controlling for such circumstances will reduce the group
differences. The national setting of Luxembourg is a shared experience that distinguishes ethniccultural groups in Luxembourg from their compatriots of home countries. For that reason
differences in attitudes between ethnic-cultural minorities in Luxembourg and compatriots from
home countries can be expected.
Inglehart‟s theory primarily deals with how cultural change is brought about by generation
replacement. His socialization theory claims that a person‟s attitudes and values reflect the
historical conditions in which that person was raised. A Silent Revolution (Inglehart, 1990) in
values change is taken place since older „materialist‟ generations that were raised in less
favorable circumstances are gradually being replaced by younger „postmaterialist‟ generations
who grew up in prosperous situations. The uniqueness of Inglehart‟s perspective is that it
recognizes that life conditions from the past – and not only the present – affect value
orientations. It is a small step to draw up the expectation that if Inglehart‟s perspective applies,
ethnic-cultural minorities‟ values reflect that of their compatriots in the countries of origin. The
effect of country of origin might be direct – being raised in that country – or indirect – being
raised by their parents with the cultural background from the country of origin. Inglehart‟s
theory, however, does not exclude the possibility that present life circumstances influence values
5

and attitudes. Hence, we can expect ethnic-cultural groups to differ from native citizen of the
guest country as well as from compatriots in the home country.
Since we are focusing on ethnic minorities, classical theoretical perspectives on immigrant
integration1 could expect that immigrants and native population „converge‟ over time, i.e. the
longer one lives in the host country or if one is born in that country from immigrant parents, the
more similarity with the host population will be shown (Gordon, 1964). Others have stated that
immigrant integration largely depends on the presence of racial/ethnic discrimination and
institutional barriers to integrate, both economically and socially (Glazer & Moynihan, 1963).
Finally, a third perspective focuses on „segmented integration‟ claiming that structural barriers
limit access to employment and other opportunities. These barriers have especially severe effects
on marginalized members of immigrant groups, leading to divergent immigration trajectories and
obstructing and even preventing any integration in some disadvantaged groups (Portes,
Fernández-Kelly, & Haller, 2005). Based on these theories, thus, we could expect that ethnic
groups are more similar to the native population than to the compatriots from their countries of
origin in those cases when the ethnic group lives in the host country for a long time period and/or
when there is no discrimination or institutional barrier for integration.

1.2. The Luxembourg context.

In regard of its diverse ethnic structure and in many other ways, Luxembourg is distinct
country in Europe. With its population of just above 500,000 citizens (Eurostat, 2010) it is one of
the smallest countries in Europe, the world‟s only remaining sovereign Grand Duchy, with the
highest GDP per capita in the world. Culturally and ethnically it is very diverse, influenced by
the Romanic and Germanic cultural traditions, with three official languages. Immigrants in
Luxembourg account for almost 40% of population (highest percentage in Europe) while
immigrant residents and cross-border commuters represent 67% of Luxembourg‟s labor market
(STATEC, 2005). As the matter of fact, aside from being the minority in labor market, according
to population predictions, Luxembourgers will become a minority of residents during the next
decades (Hartmann-Hirsch, Bodson, Warner, Reinstadler, 2006).
1

Integration or assimilation is defined as the process by which the characteristics of members of immigrant groups
and host societies come to resemble one another (Brown & Bean, 2006).
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The largest immigrant community is from Portugal (about 1/3 of all immigrants) with many
immigrants coming from Belgium, France, Germany, and Italy. There is a clear difference
between residents from neighboring countries of France, Germany and Belgium and those
coming from more distant countries like Portugal and Italy. First the neighboring countries build
upon a history of cultural ties and have their nationals lived longer in Luxembourg. Furthermore,
the ethnic-cultural minorities coming from the neighboring countries typically fill in the middle
to upper occupational levels in the labor market since most of them have higher levels of
occupations. Portuguese are coming from the working families, with lower level of education,
and usually are employed in the blue-collar positions (Ghemmaz, 2008; Berger, 2008). The
Italian minority is similar to the Portuguese in terms of social status and educational background
(see Appendix 1, Table A1), but has a much longer history of presence in Luxembourg society,
dating back to the late 19th century (Hausemer, 2008). In terms of a number of key measures of
immigrant integration such as educational attainment, occupational specialization, and parity in
earnings, as well as language attainment, one may expect a high degree of similarity in attitudes
from ethnic-cultural groups from neighboring nationalities such as Belgians, French and
Germans. Somewhat reduced similarity could be expected from the Italians, due to their lower
socio-economical status and different language, while Portuguese, with similar socio-economical
background as Italians but much shorter presence in the country could be expected to be most
distant. However, in spite of Luxembourg‟s ethnical diversity, the cultural distance of the
aforementioned minority groups with the native population is not that large, since they all come
from Western European countries with a Catholic background. Hence, the problems with
immigrant integration and multi-cultural co-residence are not as present as in some other
Western European countries (Hartmann-Hirsch, Bodson, Warner, Reinstadler, 2006).
The presence of large portion of minorities of different ethnical origin raises the question to
which degree they conform to the common cultural influences of their national setting, i.e. how
much are they similar in their attitudes and values with their fellow residents in Luxembourg?
On the other hand, attitudes and values may be more in line with the culture of the home
countries rather than of Luxembourg. As indicated before, the key question in this research is
about the relative strength of the influence of the two different social contexts, one being the
national setting and other being ethnic origin.
7

In this work we will compare opinions and attitudes of five biggest national groups from
Luxembourg, namely Portuguese, French, Germans, Belgians, and Italians, with native residents
of Luxembourg as well as with the compatriots from their countries of origin. Since the first step
of the analysis involves researching the level of measurement equivalence we elaborate on this
issue in the next section.

1.3 Concept of measurement equivalence
A fundamental concern in any cross-cultural research is being sure that differences between
groups are due only to cross-cultural differences in the measured constructs and not due to some
other factors that vary between countries (e.g. Hui and Triandis, 1985). In methodology this
comparability, called measurement equivalence or measurement invariance, is defined as
„whether or not, under different conditions of observing and studying phenomena, measurement
operations yield measures of the same attribute‟ (Horn & McArdle, 1992). The issue of
measurement equivalence is in no way specific to cross-national research. It is in principle
present in any kind of group comparison, whether these groups represent different genders,
organization units, testing modes, language groups, and in any other situations where
measurement processes can differ between the compared groups (Vandenberg and Lance, 2000).
Following the same logic, cross-ethnical comparisons should also be submitted to the analysis of
measurement equivalence of the data. This is especially important considering the wide array of
cultural and language characteristics in which ethnical groups (may) differ from each other. In
this sense, the same reasoning that justifies the examination of measurement equivalence in
cross-national studies can be applied in cross-ethnical comparisons.
Although in principle there is no real difference between the measurement equivalence
analysis in cross-national and cross-ethnical studies, both in terms of the rationale behind the
analysis and in terms of the procedures applied, in practice one can still expect differences in
results. This is mostly due to the fact that the cross-ethnical studies are done in intra-national
context, which makes these groups more alike to each other than the groups based on country
membership. In other words, one could expect that the cultural distance is wider in the case of
cross-national comparison than when ethnic groups within a specific country are compared. As a
consequence one might expect greater treat to measurement equivalence in the cross-national
8

context. This is not to say that national context has a greater influence than ethnic background on
the level of measurement equivalence, but rather that any degree of influence of national context
is enough to make intra-country comparison more equivalent than inter-country comparison.
Following the same logic, it can be assumed that inequivalence in cross-national
comparative research is most likely to occur when culturally distant countries are involved.
One of the solutions in such a case is to find a smaller group of less culturally distant countries
that have equivalent results. This can be achieved either by excluding more distant countries
from a pooled dataset (top-down approach) or by starting with individual countries and including
the most similar countries one by one (bottom-up approach; Welkenhuysen-Gybels & van de
Vijver, 2001).
This leads us to our first hypothesis which is related to the question of measurement
equivalence between countries on the one side and ethnic groups in Luxembourg on the other
side. We expect that the results between cultural-ethnic groups in Luxembourg are more
equivalent and comparable than those between five countries. The degree to which culturalethnic groups in Luxembourg are more equivalent depends on the strength of influence of
national settings on citizen‟s attitudes and values. Furthermore, it could also be expected that it
will be easier to establish measurement equivalence of Luxembourg‟s scores with France,
Belgium, and Germany that are neighboring countries with less cultural distance, than when
these scores are compared with culturally more distant countries like Portugal or Italy.
Our second hypothesis concerns the relative strength of the influence of national context and
ethnic origin on minorities‟ attitudes.2 We expect that ethnic background plays an important role
with Portuguese and Italian minorities, and less so with French, Belgian and German minorities
in Luxembourg. This is because Portuguese and to somewhat lesser degree Italian minorities are
culturally more distant to the Luxembourgians, they speak different languages, and they come
from working class families with a social, educational, and economical background that much
more resembles their countries of origin than that of Luxembourg. On the other hand, French,
Belgian and German minorities come from neighboring countries with small cultural distance,
common language and longer cultural ties, they have good positions on the job market and are
economically well of – all of which are factors contributing to their greater integration.
2

We acknowledge that this influence to a large degree depends on a given attitude or value; however, here we talk
about general tendencies that can be depicted independently on a given attitude.
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2. Method and Data

2.1 Method: Testing for Measurement Equivalence Using a Latent Class Factor Analysis
(LCFA)

In this work we test for measurement equivalence using a latent class factor analysis - LCFA
(Magidson and Vermunt, 2001; Kankaraš, Moors, & Vermunt, in press). This method
investigates whether the given relationship between a set of observed variables can be explained
by one or several latent dimensions, allowing for a simultaneous factor analysis in several
groups. In LCFA latent variable(s) are parameterized as categorical, discrete-ordinal variables.
LCFA can deal with any type of categorical response variables, nominal as well as ordinal.
There are several reasons for choosing this particular approach to the analysis of ME. First,
latent class models are well fitted for the analysis of Likert-type, discrete-ordinal items and do
not require traditional modeling assumptions (e.g. linear relationship, normal distribution or
homogeneity of variances). This allows LCFA models to avoid possible biases caused by
violations of these assumptions (Vermunt and Magidson, 2005). Second, LCFA does not require
any items in a scale need to be equivalent for identification purposes. Finally, LCFA has proven
to be a useful and reliable method in detecting measurement equivalence (Kankaraš, Vermunt, &
Moors, in press).
In this paper we will describe the main characteristics and procedures of the LCFA approach
to provide for an intuitive understanding of the approach. Researchers interested in more detailed
technical details can read Kankaraš, Moors, & Vermunt (in press). Examples in which the
method is applied are Moors & Wennekers (2003) and Kankaraš & Moors (2009).
There are two main sets of parameters in a LCFA model. First, there are item- and categoryspecific intercepts, and second, there are item- and factor-specific slopes. The slope parameters
indicate the strength of the relationship between the latent and indicator variables for each group
and are thus conceptually similar to factor loadings from the MCFA approach (Magidson &
Vermunt, 2004). Situations in which slope parameters differ across groups are sometimes
referred to as „interaction effects‟ since the grouping variable interacts with and modifies the
effects of latent variables on indicator variables, i.e. the relationship between the latent and
indicator variables is different across groups. On the other hand, the presence of group
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differences in the intercept parameters is often called „direct effects‟ since such a model can also
be conceptualized by including direct effects of grouping variable on indicator variables. In other
words, direct effects are present when groups‟ differences in latent variables cannot fully explain
the observed group differences in indicator variables.
A model in which each of these parameters is assumed to differ across groups is an
unrestricted, heterogeneous model that allows inequivalence across group in both types of
parameters. It serves as a reference model since in order to establish equivalence and
comparability we need a model in which these parameters are restricted to be equal across
groups without deteriorating the fit of the model. Imposing restrictions on the heterogeneous
model creates various nested, partially homogeneous models in which some but not all of the
model parameters are restricted to be equal across groups (Clogg & Goodman, 1985). A model
with no interaction effects, i.e. in which all slope parameters are set to be equal across groups is
an especially important partially homogeneous model. Although intercepts are allowed to differ,
this model defines the relationship between the latent and indicator variables to be the same
across groups, hence making it possible to compare group differences in latent class membership
(McCutcheon and Hagenaars, 1997). Finally, if both intercept and slope parameters are restricted
to be equal across group, that is to say if there are no direct and indirect effects in the model,
complete equivalence and comparability of the results across groups is achieved.
The main objective in the analysis of ME is to choose between these models by selecting the
model that fits the data well enough with the lowest level of inequivalence possible. The LCFA
typically relies on information criteria such as BIC, AIC and AIC3 that evaluates both overall fit
and parsimony of the models. Chi-square and likelihood ratio statistics are also used but their
usability in the context of cross-cultural research is limited by the large sample sizes that are in
most cases present in these kinds of studies. In particular, a large sample size inflates the power
of the test to the degree that it becomes sensitive to the smallest amounts of model misfit.
2.2 Data: European Values Survey (EVS), wave 2008/09 – 3 scales

In this study we used data from the new wave 2008/09 of the European Values Survey
(EVS) that is conducted in 45 European countries (all European countries with population over
100,000 people), with nearly 70 thousand participants. We used data from the following
11

countries: Belgium, Germany, France, Portugal and Luxembourg3. National random samples
were drawn from a population of adult citizens aged 18 years or more. We have selected three
unidimensional scales from the survey (Table 1). These scales were chosen for three particular
reasons. First, they showed clear unidimensional structure that simplifies our analyses and enable
us to focus on our research questions. Secondly, selected scales allowed us to demonstrate a
number of different scenarios with regards to measurement (in) equivalence. Thirdly, we selected
scales that at face value indicate different contextual situations in which the attitudes are
expressed, i.e. scales that relate to international, domestic, and personal issues. The first scale
consists of a set of 5 items, each with a 10-point scale, that are designed to measure personal
fears/easiness about the building of the European Union („EU Fears‟ scale). The EU defines the
cross-national context. The second scale measuring confidence in institutions is made of 18
questions with 4 answer categories („Confidence in Institutions‟ scale) and mainly refers to
national context. The third scale has 4 items with 4-point scales which ask participants to rate
the importance of various leisure time activities („Leisure Time‟ scale). Leisure activities refer to
a personal context although a national/regional context might shape the circumstances in which
activities can be developed. More details on the characteristics of the three scales are presented
in Table 1.
In this research the coding of the variables in all three scales was reversed to provide for
easier interpretation. Thus, higher scores in „EU Fears‟ scale indicate that respondents are more
afraid of processes of EU integration, in the „Confidence in Institutions‟ they indicate
participants that have higher confidence in institutions, and in the „Leisure Time‟ scale higher
scores indicate that respondents place more importance to given leisure time activities.
The response variables from the three scales each have a certain number of missing values
(Appendix 2). In particular, the „Leisure Time‟ scale has less than 1% of cases with missing data
both in the five countries and in Luxembourg, while the „EU Fears‟ scale has 6.4% of cases with
missing data in the five countries and 11.1% in Luxembourg. The largest number of missing
values is present in „Confidence in Institutions‟ scale with 21.4% of missing data in the five
countries and 28.3% within Luxembourg. Given the large number of missing data in „Confidence
in Institutions‟ scale we compared the results of an analysis with listwise exclusion of missing

3

Unfortunately, at the time of this writing the Italian data were not yet available.
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data with an analysis assuming that data are missing at random (MAR – see: Little and Rubin,
1987). No substantial differences were found between the two models (Appendix 3).
Table 1 Characteristics of the „EU Fears‟, „Confidence in Institutions‟ and „Leisure Time‟ scales
Scale 1: EU FEARS - 5 items
Are you personally currently afraid of:
1. Loss of social security

4. Loss of power

2. Lose national identity/culture 5. Loss of jobs
3. Own country pays
Scale 2: CONFIDENCE IN INSTITUTIONS - 18 items
How much confidence you have in:
1. Church

10. European Union

2. Armed forces

11. NATO

3. Education system

12. United Nations organization

4. The press

13. Health care system

5. Trade unions

14. Justice system

6. The police

15. Major companies

7. Parliament

16. Environmental organizations

8. Civil service

17. Political parties

9. Social security system

18. Government

10-point scale
1 – very much afraid
.
.
.
10 – not afraid at all

4-point scale
1 – a great deal
2 – quite a lot
3 – not very much
4 – none at all

Scale 3: LEISURE TIME - 4 items

4-point scale
How important these aspects of leisure time are for you personally: 1 – very important
2 – quite important
1. Meeting nice people
3. Doing as I want
3 – not important
2. Relaxing
4. Learning something new
4 – not important at all
Source: EVS Foundation/Tilburg University: European Values Study 2008, 4th wave, Integrated
Dataset. GESIS Cologne, Germany, ZA4800 Dataset Version 1.0.0 (2010-06-30),
doi:10.4232/1.10059. In following text abbreviated in “EVS 2008”.
Three of the four covariates we used in the analyses, i.e. „age‟, „gender‟, and „education
level‟ have no or only very few missing cases. „Income‟, however, has a substantial number of
missing cases which is 19,1% in the five countries and 23,8% in Luxembourg. Rather than using
13

the aforementioned MAR procedure, we decided to include „income‟, which is measured in
discrete classes, as a nominal variable with „missing‟ as one of the categories. In none of the
analyses the later „missing‟ category deviates significantly from the average scores of the
respondents indicating that the missing values in this variable follow a random pattern – at least
in its relation to the scales we examine in this research.

3. Results

In the next sections we present the results per scale. First we focus on the level of
measurement equivalence. Second group comparisons are presented when the results of the first
analysis indicate that comparisons can be made. Both raw scores and scores controlled for
covariates, i.e. age, gender, education and income, are presented.
We have decided to conduct two consecutive tests of measurement equivalence. As a
starting point we estimate the within Luxembourg level of equivalence and in a second analysis
we test measurement equivalence between country samples. The logic of this is that we need first
to establish within country equivalence before Luxembourg can be compared with other
countries. Also since the Luxembourg sample is a random sample, the different ethnic groups
contribute small sample sizes with 803 Luxembourgers, 215 Portuguese and around 100
respondents from the other four ethnic groups. Since sample size influences model fit we need to
take into account that the within country comparisons involves fewer cases than the between
country analyses.
The target sample size at the country level was equal to 1500. However, since some of the
countries – and especially Portugal – apply some strong up-weighting, i.e. weight factors of 1.8
or higher, of large portions of their original sample we decided to down weight national samples
to 1000 per country4. With large sample sizes, as is the case with country comparisons,
researchers rely on the BIC statistic since it has a built-in control for sample size which is absent
in other information criteria such as AIC and AIC35. As with L2 statistics the latter two are
sensitive to model misfit in cases with large sample sizes. With small sample sizes, however,
4

At the time of this writing weighting coefficients were just provided and a quality checks regarding the samples
still needs to be done. Portugal has both very small and very high weighting coefficients for large portions of the
original sample indicating issues of non-response.
5
BIC, AIC and AIC3 are calculated in a following way: BIC = L2 - (lnN)*df; AIC = L2 - 2*df; AIC3 = L2 - 3*df.
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conclusions are guided by comparing all three information criteria mentioned. If they point
toward the same model, that model should be preferred. Ideally, all the groups we are comparing
should have been of approximately equal size. One might wonder whether the smaller withincountry samples will not more easily point toward a homogeneous measurement model, whereas
at the country level the large sample would 'push' results toward more heterogeneous models.
The fact that we only use BIC in the between country comparison and the three criteria in the
within-country comparison meets this concern. Alternatively, one could estimate models in
which the sample size at the country level is reduced to the level of the within-country samples.
We have estimated such model by weighting the country samples to be equal to 300. The results
of these analyses are consistent with the use of BIC in the between country comparisons and the
comparisons of the three information criteria with small sample sizes (see Appendix 4).
After researching measurement equivalence, we compare group scores in a given scale – this
is when equivalence is found. First, we compare countries and ethnic groups in Luxembourg in
terms of group mean scores on the three scales. Covariates such as age, gender, education and
income, are included since they may explain part of the differences between ethnic groups. Basic
descriptives for these covariates are presented in Appendix 1, Table A1. Secondly, we compare
the ethnic group scores with the scores of their respective home countries.

3.1 EU Fears

3.1.1 Analysis of measurement equivalence
To what extent is the measurement of the „EU Fears‟ scale equivalent across cultural
groups? To analyze this three models are compared in terms of their fit to the data: a
heterogeneous models with inequivalent intercept and slope parameters, a partially homogeneous
model with inequivalent intercept but equivalent slope parameters, and a homogeneous model in
which both sets of parameters are equivalent. Lower values of BIC, AIC, and AIC3 indicate
better fit of models for a given number of parameters. In Table 2a we present the analyses with
data from Luxembourg, which consists of six groups that represent Luxembourgian nationals and
five ethnic minorities in Luxembourg. Country-level analyses of measurement equivalence with
five countries are presented in Table 2b.
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Table 2

„EU Fears scale‟ - Model fit estimates for various multigroup models with ethnic
groups in Luxembourg and countries as grouping variables
N of
parameters

L²

BIC(L²)

AIC(L²)

AIC3(L²)

df

Heterogeneous

307

11380

4418

9434

8461

973

Partially homogeneous

282

11429

4289

9433

8435

998

Homogeneous
2b - COUNTRIES
(N=1000 per country)
Heterogeneous

57

11709

2959

9263

8040

1223

N of
parameters

L²

BIC(L²)

AIC(L²)

AIC3(L²)

df

256

31389

-6045

22531

18102

4429

Partially homogeneous

236

31534

-6069

22636

18187

4449

Homogeneous
Source: EVS 2008.

56

32715

-6410

23457

18828

4629

2a - LUXEMBOURG

Comparing fit statistics‟ values of the three measurement models in Table 2a we can
conclude that the homogeneous model has the best fit (i.e. has lowest values of BIC, AIC, and
AIC3). In the analysis of ME of the „EU Fears‟ scale for the five countries (2b)

the

homogeneous model is the best-fitted model in terms of BIC statistic. As indicated before with
small sample sizes models selection is based on the fact that the three information criteria lead to
the same result, whereas with large sample sizes BIC is preferred since this is the only criteria
that penalizes for sample size. Note that when we reduce the sample sizes of the countries to 300
we could apply the „small sample size rule‟ and we find that all three statistics indicate the
homogeneous model (see Appendix 4). Hence we can confidently decide that measurement
equivalence is established at both the within and between country level. Consequently we can
compare the group means on this scale both between the five countries and between the six
national groups in Luxembourg.

3.1.2 Comparison of group scores
Here we present the original gamma values of group scores that can be conceptualized as
centralized factor scores represented in the log-linear scale. Thus, gamma values presented in the
following tables represent country or ethnic group scores on the given scales. These values
change when covariates are included in the model; the degree to which they change depends on
16

the strength of influence of a given covariate6. Judging by the scale scores, the most afraid of the
EU integration processes, on average, are members of the Portuguese minority, with the least
afraid being the German minority (Table 3). Portuguese residents of Luxembourg remain at this
position even after the effects of the education is taken into account. The effect of education is
most pronounced on the scores of Belgium residents of Luxembourg. They are better educated
and are thus, when taking this into account, less tolerant to the processes of EU integration than
what could be initially concluded. Note that education is negatively correlated with the EU-Fear
scale (see Appendix 1, Table A2). The effects of age, income and gender are not statistically
significant.
Note that the covariates are added one at the time, starting with the one with largest effect to
the one with smallest effect. A graphical representation of the factor structure of the models
presented in Table 3 is shown in Appendix 5. The model presented in Table 4 differs only in the
order in which covariates are included in the model, while models in Tables 6, 7, 9, and 10 also
have different number of indicator variables. It should be expected, thus, that the change in
scores diminishes as the covariates with smaller effects are added to the model.
Table 3 Means and gamma values of ethnic groups in Luxembourg for the „EU Fears‟ scale in
models without or with (successively added) covariates
Luxembourg
ethnic groups

Homogeneous
+
Means
model
Education**
(no covariates)

+ Age

+ Income

+ Gender

France

5,07

-0,83

-0,51

-0,47

-0,51

-0,52

Germany

4,73

-1,33

-1,21

-1,17

-1,16

-1,16

Portugal

6,87

1,81

1,02

0,90

0,87

0,91

Belgium

5,04

-0,90

-0,18

-0,14

-0,15

-0,15

Luxembourg

6,14

0,67

0,62

0,65

0,69

0,69

Italy

6,26

0,58

0,27

0,23

0,25

0,24

** Effect of a covariate is significant at the 0.01 level.
Source: EVS 2008.
6

Gamma values actually represent log odds of belonging to a higher latent class for a member of a given group (in
this case country) compared to the average odds for all groups (in case of „effect‟ coding) or to the odds of members
of referent group/country (in case of „dummy‟ coding).
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In the comparison of the scores across countries, the situation is somewhat different (Table
4). Judging by scale scores, the most afraid of the EU integration processes are also residents of
Portugal, with the least afraid being Luxembourg‟s residents. However, these results change with
inclusion of the given covariates. In particular, with the inclusion of education Portugal‟s score
drops substantially, while that of Germany, France, and Belgium increase. The reason for this
can be found in the fact that respondents from Portugal have a much lower educational level.
Thus, when these differences in education level are taken into account Portugal residents are now
in the middle of the scale within these five countries. When the information on income is added
to the model the scores do not change substantially although income has a significant effect as
such. Gender and age have little effect. Controlling for covariates, thus, the results indicate that
the residents of France and Germany are the most afraid of the EU integrations, with residents of
Luxembourg and Belgium being the least afraid and Portugal being somewhere in between.
Table 4

Means and gamma values of countries for the „EU Fears‟ scale in models without or
with (successively added) covariates

Countries

Means

Homogeneous
+
model (no
+ Income**
Education**
covariates)

+ Gender*

+ Age

France

6,71

0,33

0,47

0,38

0,37

0,39

Germany

6,72

0,37

0,55

0,39

0,39

0,41

Portugal

6,84

0,55

0,17

0,27

0,30

0,25

Belgium

6,19

-0,45

-0,38

-0,46

-0,46

-0,45

Luxembourg

5,90

-0,80

-0,82

-0,59

-0,59

-0,59

** Effect of a covariate is significant at the 0.01 level.
* Effect of a covariate is significant at the 0.05 level.
Source: EVS 2008.
3.2 Confidence in institutions
3.2.1 Analysis of measurement equivalence
In Table 5 we present the comparison of the three measurement models regarding the 18
items on „confidence in institutions‟.
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Table 5 „Confidence in Institutions‟ scale - Model fit estimates for various multigroup models
with ethnic groups in Luxembourg and countries as grouping variables
N of
parameters

L²

BIC(L²)

AIC(L²)

AIC3(L²)

df

Heterogeneous

439

26129

21992

24937

24341

596

Partially homogeneous

349

26279

21517

24907

24221

686

Homogeneous
5b - COUNTRIES
(N=1000 per country)
Heterogeneous

79

26930

20293

25018

24062

956

N of
parameters

L²

BIC(L²)

AIC(L²)

AIC3(L²)

df

366

90638

60855

83448

79853

3595

Partially homogeneous

294

91088

60708

83753

80086

3667

Homogeneous
Source: EVS 2008.

78

95152

62983

87386

83503

3883

5a - LUXEMBOURG

The analysis of ME of the „confidence in institution‟ scale within Luxembourg in most part
indicates that the results are equivalent (Table 5a). Here BIC and AIC3 have the lowest values in
the homogeneous model with both intercept and slope parameters constrained to be equal across
the national groups whereas AIC points toward the partially homogeneous model. At the country
level, on the other hand, the analysis shows that the best fit in terms of the BIC value is the
partially homogeneous model in which item intercepts are estimated separately in each country.
Since the slope parameters in this model are equal across countries, this also means that there are
no significant differences in the relationship of the latent variable with response variables across
countries. Therefore, it is still possible to compare group differences in factor scores across
countries, once direct effects are taken into account. When reducing the country sample sizes to
300 (see Appendix 4) both AIC-values also point to the partially homogeneous model.

3.2.2 Comparison of group scores

In the analysis at the Luxembourg level results obtained in the homogeneous model
remained fairly stable in all models with additional covariates. Respondents from Portuguese and
Belgium minorities show the largest confidence in institutions, while the least confident in
institutions are German and Luxembourgish nationals (Table 6). Age has a small but statistically
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significant influence that did not change the results much. Effects of the remaining three
covariates are not significant.

Table 6

Means and gamma values of ethnic groups in Luxembourg for the „Confidence in
Institutions‟ scale in models without or with (successively added) covariates
Means

Homogeneous
model (no
covariates)

+ Age*

+ Gender

+ Education

+ Income

France

2,75

0,09

0,05

0,05

0,04

0,05

Germany

2,57

-1,07

-1,10

-1,09

-1,09

-1,07

Portugal

2,92

0,81

0,91

0,90

1,02

1,02

Belgium

2,85

0,93

0,99

0,96

0,79

0,76

Luxembourg

2,61

-1,07

-1,15

-1,15

-1,13

-1,10

Italy

2,89

0,31

0,31

0,33

0,38

0,34

Luxembourg
ethnic groups

* Effect of a covariate is significant at the 0.01 level.
Source: EVS 2008.
In the country-level analysis scores in the homogeneous model indicate that the citizens of
Luxembourg are the most confident and the citizens of Germany the least confident in
institutions (Table 7). However, since the ME analysis carried out in the previous step showed
that the partial model with direct effects is the best fitted model; we analyzed that model with or
without covariates. The biggest change in results happens when we move from the homogeneous
to the partially homogeneous model, i.e. by addition of direct effects. In particular, citizens of
Luxembourg are now less confident than average while respondent of Germany and Portugal are
more confident than in the homogeneous model. This indicates that answers of respondents from
these countries on the questions from the scale were not determined only by their general or
overall confidence in institutions but also by some other factor(s) and considerations. The scores
only slightly change with addition of covariates. Income and age are significantly related to the
confidence scale but they only slightly change country scores.
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Table 7

Means and gamma values of countries for the „Confidence in Institutions‟ scale in
models without or with (successively added) covariates
Partially
Homogeneous
homogeneous
Means
model
+ Income** + Age**
model (no
(no covariates)
covariates)

Countries

+
+ Gender
Education*

France

2,52

-0,06

0,12

0,13

0,08

0,08

0,07

Germany

2,29

-1,56

0,01

0,11

0,10

0,06

0,06

Portugal

2,55

0,00

0,79

0,90

0,99

1,04

1,04

Belgium

2,56

0,19

0,19

0,17

0,16

0,13

0,13

Luxembourg

2,70

1,44

-1,11

-1,31

-1,33

-1,31

-1,31

** Effect of a covariate is significant at the 0.01 level.
* Effect of a covariate is significant at the 0.05 level.
Source: EVS 2008.
3.3 Leisure time

3.3.1 Analysis of measurement equivalence

We now turn to the comparison of the three models that include the four items from the
„leisure‟ scale (Table 8).
Table 8 „Leisure‟ scale - Model fit estimates for various multigroup models with ethnic groups
in Luxembourg and countries as grouping variables
N of
parameters

L²

BIC(L²)

AIC(L²)

AIC3(L²)

df

Heterogeneous

103

610

-8933

-2020

-3335

1315

Partially homogeneous

83

638

-9050

-2032

-3367

1335

Homogeneous
8b - COUNTRIES
(N=1000 per country)
Heterogeneous

23

729

-9395

-2061

-3456

1395

N of
parameters

L²

BIC(L²)

AIC(L²)

AIC3(L²)

df

86

1282

-8835

-1096

-2285

1189

Partially homogeneous

70

1485

-8768

-925

-2130

1205

Homogeneous

22

2057

-8605

-449

-1702

1253

8a - LUXEMBOURG
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8C - COUNTRIES
(without Portugal)
Heterogeneous

N of
parameters

L²

BIC(L²)

AIC(L²)

AIC3(L²)

df

69

886

-6993

-1016

-1967

951

Partially homogeneous

57

913

-7066

-1013

-1976

963

Homogeneous
Source: EVS 2008.
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1204

-7072

-794

-1793

999

3.3.2 Comparison of group differences

In the Luxembourg-level analysis we consistently observe that the Portuguese minority
places the most importance to leisure activities and Italians the least (Table 9). Adding covariates
does not change that although the difference between Portuguese and Belgian minorities has
almost vanished. Covariates as such had little influence on valuing leisure time.
Table 9 Means and gamma values of ethnic groups in Luxembourg for the „Leisure Time‟ scale
in models without or with (successively added) covariates
Luxembourg
ethnic groups

Means

Homogeneous
model (no
+ Education
covariates)

+ Gender

+ Income

+ Age

France

3,45

-0,48

-0,40

-0,40

-0,40

-0,38

Germany

3,48

0,11

0,14

0,14

0,10

0,14

Portugal

3,56

0,72

0,48

0,49

0,42

0,32

Belgium

3,49

0,30

0,49

0,49

0,59

0,63

Luxembourg

3,47

-0,11

-0,12

-0,12

-0,11

-0,09

Italy

3,39

-0,54

-0,59

-0,60

-0,60

-0,62

Source: EVS 2008.
As indicated before, the Portuguese sample needs to be excluded from comparison due to
measurement inequivalence. The remaining countries are compared in Table 10. Results are
pretty stable even after including covariates. French citizen place the most importance to leisure
activities („la douce France‟?), while the German citizens are the least inclined to value leisure
activities among the four compared countries (which is, again, in accordance with some
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laypersons theories). Only age and gender have significant effects on leisure time attitudes but
they don‟t affect country differences.
Table 10 Means and gamma values of countries (without Portugal) for the „Leisure Time‟ scale
in models without or with (successively added) covariates
Means

Homogeneous
model (no
covariates)

+ Age*

+ Gender*

+ Education

+ Income

France

3,60

2,26

2,32

2,32

2,31

2,35

Germany

3,17

-2,58

-2,58

-2,59

-2,60

-2,58

Belgium

3,41

-0,33

-0,34

-0,33

-0,34

-0,36

Luxembourg

3,48

0,66

0,59

0,60

0,64

0,59

Countries

** Effect of a covariate is significant at the 0.01 level.
Source: EVS 2008.
3.4 Similarities and differences between countries and their respective nationalities in
Luxembourg

In the final stage of this research we integrate the findings from the within and between
country analysis. The values presented in the figures are values controlling for the covariates we
selected in the previous section. The latter implies that the differences between groups cannot be
attributed to differences in covariates. To facilitate comparisons we have changed the gamma
values of the between country analyses from values that reflect the difference from the overall
mean (= deviation coding) to values that reflect the difference with Luxembourg (= fixed to 0 as
the reference category). Hence in Figures 1, 2, and 3 country scores denote the degree to which
scores of other countries differ from the score of Luxembourg. The latter score is defined by all
groups within that country. For that reason the results from the within Luxembourg analysis
using deviation coding can be directly compared to the between country results since both within
and between analyses are now indicating group differences to the Luxembourg‟s national
average.
Comparison of the results in the „EU Fears‟ scale reveals two opposite cases (Figure 1).
There is a rather big difference in attitudes towards EU integration between French and
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especially German nationals living in Luxembourg, which are less afraid from the process than
the national average in Luxembourg, and citizens of Germany and France that are much more
afraid compared to Luxembourg‟s average. This may not come as a surprise, considering the fact
that German and French nationals in Luxembourg themselves are benefiting from this process
and are personally interested in preserving the possibility to live and work in a foreign country.
On the other side, Portuguese nationals living in Luxembourg have rather similar attitudes to
their fellow nationals in Portugal, expressing great deal of anxiety with the process of EU
integration. Belgian minority attitudes towards EU expansion are only slightly more positive
than those of Belgium citizens, and at the same time similar to the Luxembourg average.

Figure 1

Scores of countries and ethnic groups in Luxembourg for the „EU Fears‟ scale (value
of 0 is Luxembourg‟s average) – values controlled for the effect of selected
covariates.

Source: EVS 2008.
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Similar trends in (dis)similarity in attitudes between respective groups are also present in the
case of „Confidence in Institutions‟ scale. Portuguese and Belgian minorities in Luxembourg
show relatively high levels of confidence but their counterparts in the native countries even score
higher. Luxembourg nationals score lowest, but the biggest contrast is between German
minorities who have little confidence in institutions whereas Germans in the native country score
fairly high. It is also important to note that in general countries are more distinct to the
Luxembourg average than the ethnic-cultural groups. This suggests that integration in
Luxembourg context may be a decisive mechanism.
Figure 2

Group scores of countries and ethnic groups in Luxembourg for the „Confidence in
Institutions‟ scale (value of 0 is Luxembourg‟s average) – values controlled for
selected covariates.

Source: EVS 2008.
Further indication of these processes is present in the case of „Leisure Time‟ scale, where
French, Belgian and especially German minorities express much more similar attitudes to those
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of Luxembourg citizens, compared with their countries of origin. Furthermore, these minorities
much differ in their views of the importance of leisure time activities compared to their
compatriots. In particular, when compared to Luxembourg‟s average, German and Belgian
minorities place slightly more importance to leisure activities, while citizens of Belgium and
especially Germany view them as much less important. On the other hand, French minorities in
Luxembourg seem to place much less importance to leisure time activities than what their
compatriots do. It seems that German work ethic and French propensity towards leisure activities
that make them so distinct in the country level scores are muted in their minority representatives
in Luxembourg and overpowered by the influence of national context, making them much more
alike to their fellow Luxembourg residents.

Figure 3

Group scores of countries and ethnic groups in Luxembourg for the „Leisure Time‟
scale (value of 0 is Luxembourg‟s average) – values controlled for selected
covariates.

Source: EVS 2008.
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4. Concluding discussion

In the present study a cross-cultural comparative perspective is linked to between as well as
within country comparisons by answering a two-folded question. First we analyze the level of
measurement equivalence, i.e. the extent to which countries and ethnic groups in Luxembourg
assign the same meaning to attitude questions. We have selected three scales from the EVS 2009
to demonstrate different type of results from such analyses.
Results showed that the three scales are equivalent within Luxembourg, i.e. that ethnic
groups in Luxembourg interpret the questions in the same way and that their resulting group
scores are thus comparable. On the other hand, country-level analysis showed different results in
each of the scales. While country scores were equivalent in the „EU Fears‟ scale, they were only
partially equivalent in the „Confidence in Institutions‟ scale and completely inequivalent in the
„Leisure Time‟ scale. Furthermore, it turned out that the source of inequivalence in the case of
„Leisure Time‟ scale were data from Portugal. Excluding the Portuguese sample from the
analysis resulted in measurement equivalence among the remaining countries. These results seem
to confirm our initial assumption that equivalence is more difficult to achieve in a cross-national
than in an intra-national settings in which the effect of the common national framework
decreases initial cultural distances between ethnic groups. It is our opinion that this is an
important finding from a methodological point of view as it indicates that the principle of
cultural distance might be one of the most important determinants of measurement equivalence.
Next to that, it is also important from a substantive perspective since it suggests that the
influence of national context on different ethnic groups makes them more alike to each other in
terms of assigning the same meaning to survey items.
This research started off with the question whether ethnic-cultural groups within
Luxembourg would resemble citizens from their native country more than Luxembourger‟s
attitudes, i.e. what is the relative influence of a given national context and cultural background of
Luxembourg‟s minorities on their attitudes? We have presented results before and after
controlling for significant background variables. The latter is important since ethnic minorities
are not a random sample from their country of origin.
We could distinguish three distinct patterns from these comparisons. The first is represented
by the case of Portuguese nationals in Luxembourg that in all three scales expresses rather
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different attitudes from the Luxembourg average and are at the same time more similar to those
showed by citizens of Portugal themselves. This pattern of results indicates that the Portuguese
minority is still more closely connected to the culture and worldview of their native country than
to those of the Luxembourg. Apparently, cultural background prevails the new national setting.
The second distinctive pattern is represented by German and French minorities that
consistently differ in expressed attitudes from their compatriots in Germany and France and are
more in tune with the Luxembourg average. This is most obvious in the case with the „Leisure
Time‟ scale, where French and German minorities showed that they are much more similar to
each other and to the Luxembourg average, than to the opposing views of their countries of
origin. Thus, is seems that the influence of national context on German and French minority
attitudes is more dominant.
Finally, the third important pattern that can be observed from the results is that differences
between Luxembourg‟s minorities and Luxembourg average are much smaller than those
between their countries of origin and Luxembourg. This is especially true as far as the
„Confidence in Institutions‟ and „Leisure Time‟ scales are concerned. This was expected since it
is hard to imagine that national context of residence would not have any influence at all.
Furthermore, it is consistent with the finding regarding measurement equivalence in showing that
national setting influences attitudes of its inhabitants making them more alike to each other
compared to cross-national differences.
The results are in accordance with our initial hypotheses derived from theories of immigrant
integration. The Portuguese minority, that has the shortest presence in Luxembourg seems to be
least integrated, while German, French and Belgian minorities, that have longer history of
presence in Luxembourg, show much higher levels of integration. Likewise, restrained
integration of Portuguese minority could also be expected in the light of theories of
ethnic/institutional discrimination, taking into account socio-economical barriers invoked by
their low educational and occupational status, as well as different language. On the other hand,
having high socio-economical background and possibility to speak their mother tongue, it comes
as no surprise that Germans, French and Belgians in Luxembourg did not encountered these
barriers and have reached high levels of integration into the Luxembourg society.
Of course, we recognize that people are not only objects of various social influences but
rather active agents in their interaction with their social settings, with the potential both to
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change and, what is equally important, to choose the social environment they are living in. In this
regard, thus, it is likely that (part of) these minorities choose to come to Luxembourg precisely
because that cultural context fitted their personal characteristics making them already different
from the average position of inhabitants from their home country. Likewise, taking into account
the substantial proportion of immigrants in Luxembourg it is plausible that they changed
Luxembourg national context to their liking to a great deal.
Nevertheless, the influences that cultural background and national settings have on people
are undeniable and substantial. In this paper we tried to measure their relative strength in the
Luxembourg‟s context. As expected, it turned out that for the three selected attitudes cultural
background is more important than national context in case of Portuguese minorities that are
culturally more distant to the native population, and that national setting is prevailing factor in
case of German and French minorities that are better integrated in the Luxembourg society. The
effect of common national settings is also important with regards to the issue of measurement
equivalence, where it contributes to greater comparability of intra-national, cross-ethnic
comparisons.
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Appendix 1 – Covariate statistics

Table A1 Average age, educational level, household income, and gender distribution across
countries and ethnic groups in Luxembourg
Countries
gender
(% of
males)

age

France

46,7

49,6

3,15

Germany

48,6

49,2

Portugal

54,9

Belgium
Luxembourg
Italy

Luxembourg
gender
(% of
males)

age

6,81

47,4

45,8

3,74

8,9

3,27

6,14

51,1

47,9

3,22

8,8

39,0

2,26

5,97

48,8

40,5

1,73

7,9

48,8

48,3

3,15

7,00

55,9

45,3

4,17

9,1

49,0

46,3

2,98

8,65

49,4

48,4

2,99

8,8

41,7

45,2

2,51

8,1

educati
income
on

(°)

educati
income
on

(°) data not available at the time of this writing
Source: EVS Foundation/Tilburg University: European Values Study 2008, 4th wave, Integrated
Dataset. GESIS Cologne, Germany, ZA4800 Dataset Version 1.0.0 (2010-06-30),
doi:10.4232/1.10059.
Table A2

Correlation between respondents‟ age, educational level, household income, and
gender with their scores on the three attitude scales
Levels of
analysis

Age

Education

Income

Gender

Countries

0,024*

-0,234**

-0,210**

0,049

Luxembourg

-0,016

-0,282**

-0,186**

0,081

Confidence in Countries
Institutions
Luxembourg

-0,021

-0,008

0,169**

0,012

0,069*

-0,069*

-0,051

0,033

-0,101**

0,050**

0,115**

0,039

-0,057

-0,039

-0,020

0,028

Scales
EU Fears

Countries
Leisure Time
Luxembourg

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level.
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level.
Source: EVS 2008
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Appendix 2: Missing Data

Table A3 Frequencies of valid and missing data for the three scales and covariates
a. Scales

Country level

N (%)
N (%)

Confidence in
Institutions

7634

8150

6319

589 (7,2%)

73 (0,9%)

1904 (23,2%)

1432

1594

1154

177 (11,0%)

15 (0,9%)

455 (28,3%)

Valid
Missing

b. Covariates
Valid
Missing
Valid
Luxembourg N (%)
Missing
Source: EVS 2008.
Country level

Leisure Time

Valid
Missing

Luxembourg

EU Fears

N (%)

Gender

Age

Educational
level

Monthly
household
income

8223

8223

8185

6542

0

0

38 (0.5%)

1681 (20,4%)

1609

1609

1584

1226

0

0

25 (1.6%)

383 (23.8%)

Appendix 3 – ME analyses with missing values
Table A4 „Confidence in institutions‟ scale - Model fit estimates for various multigroup models
with included cases with missing variables
1a - LUXEMBOURG

Npar

L²

BIC(L²)

AIC(L²)

AIC3(L²) df

Heterogeneous

439

37821

30605

35835

34842

993

Partially homogeneous

349

37998

30128

35832

34749

1083

Homogeneous
1b - COUNTRIES
(N=1000 per country)
Heterogeneous

79

38762

28930

36056

34703

1353

Npar

L²

BIC(L²)

AIC(L²)

AIC3(L²) df

366

119904

80434

110635

106001

4634

Partially homogeneous

294

120382

80299

110969

106263

4706

Homogeneous
Source: EVS 2008.

78

125846

83924

116002

111080

4922
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Appendix 4 – Country-level ME analyses with reduced (down-weighted) sample size

Table A5

Model fit estimates for various multigroup models for each scale with countries
having 300 respondents per group.

EU FEARS

Npar

L²

BIC(L²)

AIC(L²)

AIC3(L²)

df

Heterogeneous

256

9417

1085

7118

5968

1149

Partially homogeneous

236

9460

984

7121

5957

1169

Homogeneous

56

9814

33

7116

5766

1349

CONFIDENCE

Npar

L²

BIC(L²)

AIC(L²)

AIC3(L²)

df

Heterogeneous

366

27219

21396

25574

24751

822

Partially homogeneous

294

27326

20994

25538

24643

894

Homogeneous

78

28546

20684

26325

25215

1110

Npar

L²

BIC(L²)

AIC(L²)

AIC3(L²)

df

Heterogeneous

86

385

-8301

-1993

-3182

1189

Partially homogeneous

70

446

-8356

-1964

-3169

1205

Homogeneous

22

617

-8536

-1889

-3142

1253

Npar

L²

BIC(L²)

AIC(L²)

AIC3(L²)

df

Heterogeneous

69

266

-6468

-1636

-2587

951

Partially homogeneous

57

274

-6545

-1652

-2615

963

Homogeneous
Source: EVS 2008.

21

361

-6713

-1637

-2636

999

LEISURE (all countries)

LEISURE (without Portugal)
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Appendix 5 – Factor structure for the ‘EU Fears’ scale in models without or with
(successively added) covariates (Table 3)

a) Homogenous model

b) Homogeneous model with

covariates

C

F

I1

C

I1

I2

E

I2

I3

A

I4

I

I4

I5

G

I5

F = Factor ('EU Fears' attitude)

E = Education

I1-I5 = 5 items from the 'EU fears' scale

A = Age

C = Ethnic groups (or Countries)

I = Income
G = Gender
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